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Abstract. Image matting refers to the problem of accurately extract-
ing the foreground object from an image. The trimap containing labels
of known foreground, known background and unknown has been broadly
used to reduce solution space of the problem. The matte of an unknown
pixel can be solved using samples from its neighbor known foreground
and known background. However, the existing methods of color-based
sampling may fail when foreground and background share similar col-
ors, meanwhile, automatically generated trimap may not properly cover
foreground boundary. In this paper, we propose a novel matting method
using depth-assisted sampling and adaptive trimap generation. We use
depth to assist color for improving sample selection and generate trimap
based on color distribution of local unknown regions to make it cover
foreground boundary adaptively. Our experiments show the effectiveness
of proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Image matting targets to extract foreground object from an image accurately.
The process of matting is mathematically modeled by considering the observed
color Ip of a pixel p as a combination of foreground Fp and background Bp colors
along with its alpha value αp.

Ip = αpFp + (1 − αp)Bp, αp ∈ [0, 1] (1)

This math model can be solved by adding constraint using trimap which parti-
tions the image into three regions - known foreground, known background and
unknown regions that consist of a mixture of foreground and background colors.
Due to introducing trimap, Fp and Bp of an unknown pixel p can be estimated by
samples of known foreground and known background. Then the αp of unknown
pixel p can be calculated based on Eq. 1.

Therefore, image matting involves generating trimap and calculating alpha
values. Manually specifying trimap is a time consuming task for a common user
and impractical for real-time application. Simply generating trimap by threshold
the depth map may wrongly label the unknown as known, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
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Besides that, color-based alpha calculation may not be reliable when foreground
and background have similar colors, as shown in Fig. 1(d). Based on this observa-
tion, we propose an automatic image matting method using adaptive trimap and
depth-assisted sampling. Figure 1(f)-(h) show the overview of proposed method.
Firstly, we generate a trimap in which the unknown regions adaptively covering
true foreground boundaries. The trimap is initialized by a rough segmentation
using depth information, and then refined by analyzing color distribution in local
unknown regions. Secondly, a set of foreground and background samples is selected
based on depth and color features. Based on the samples, we estimate foreground
and background colors for the unknown pixels. Finally, the alpha values are cal-
culated using the estimated colors and their confidences. Our method has two
contributions. First, it automatically generates accurate trimap which suits for
real-time segmentation without user manually specifying unknown regions. Sec-
ond, it improves matting quality by using depth to distinguish similar colors of
foreground and background.

Fig. 1. An overview of proposed method comparing with prior art. (a) Color; (b)
Automatic trimap; (c) Color-based sampling; (d) Matte using (b), (c); (e) Depth; (f)
Adaptive trimap; (g) Depth-assisted sampling; (h) Matte using (f), (g).
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2 Related Work

Sampling and trimap based image matting method has been proposed for
many years. Learning based matting [1], Shared matting [2], Weighted mat-
ting [3], Comprehensive sampling matting [4] are recently presented outstanding
approaches. They all require user specified trimap as an input. Learning based
matting [1] proposes a global learning based approach which learns the model
from some nearby labeled pixels for trimap based matting. In Shared matting
[2], samples are firstly gathered from rays dividing the image plane into sec-
tors with equal angles and later selected according to their spatial, photometric
and probabilistic properties. Pixels in a local region share the selected samples.
The Weighted matting [3] uses texture features to complement color to sample.
It selects best foreground and background pair among a set of candidate pairs
by optimizing an objective function containing color and texture components.
In Comprehensive sampling matting [4], sampling is accomplished by expand-
ing the sampling range for pixels farther from the foreground or background
boundary and ensuring that samples from each color distribution are included.
It selects best samples based on an object function containing measures of chro-
matic distortion, spatial and color statistics in the image.

There have been other solutions that use depth information for matting pur-
poses. PG2007 [5] uses depth to generate a trimap in steps of upsampling, thresh-
olding, and dilating. It uses depth to improve Bayesian matting [6] and Poisson
Matting [7]. ICIP2010 [8] also uses depth map as an extra channel to expand
the work of Closed-form matting [9]. Microsoft Kinect [10] provides a back-
ground removal method segmenting region of foreground player. CD-matting
[13] introduces a user guided object selection method by extending the Closed-
form matting [9] to deal with color and range data for robot manipulation sys-
tem. DAGM2011 [14] provides method of foreground extraction based on one-
dimensional histograms in 3D space and further a refinement step based on
hierarchical grab-cut segmentation in a video volume with incorporated time
constraints.

From these prior arts we can tell that selecting good samples from fore-
ground and background sharing similar colors and generating suitable trimap
automatically are still tough tasks. In the following sections, we introduce a
depth assisted matting method based on adaptive trimap. By convention, we
introduce the details of matting firstly and then discuss how to generate the
trimap in Sect. 4. Experiments shown in Sect. 5 verify the effectiveness of our
method.

3 Depth Assisted Image Matting

In order to automatically process image matting, the algorithm firstly generates
a trimap using depth information. The trimap segments the input image into
three non-overlapping regions: known foreground F , known background B and
unknown U . Next, the algorithm selects F and B samples for U by optimizing
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an energy function based on depth and color features, followed by estimating
foreground and background colors for U . Finally, the alpha values of U are
calculated using the estimated colors according to their confidences.

3.1 Trimap Initializing

Generally, the goal of trimap generation is to mark out the foreground boundary
in which the alpha values are to be calculated. Therefore, we firstly use depth
information to find out the target foreground. We use mean shift cluster method
to segment the depth map into several blobs. We take the blob with nearest
depth and largest size as the target foreground of image matting. After that,
we use the foreground depth as a threshold and generate a mask in which the
foreground is labeled as 1 while the others are labeled as 0. Since the depth map
contains noise and missing data, the found foreground is fairly rough. Therefore,
we erode the mask to remove noise and dilate it several times to make true
foreground regions are covered as much as possible in non-zero regions. The
region got from dilation is the unknown region and labeled as 0.5. Thus, we get
the initial trimap and can use it to calculate alpha matte for the image.

3.2 Depth Assisted Sampling

Based on Eq. 1, given an unknown pixel, we can calculate its alpha value using
its observed intensity and estimated foreground and background colors. And
based on the smoothness assumption in [7], an unknown pixels foreground and
background colors can be estimated using samples of its neighbors. However,
color-based sampling may fail if foreground and background share similar colors.
Therefore, we use depth to separate similar colors and select F and B samples
for U by optimizing an energy function based on depth and color features.

We refine color image based on depth in following steps. We normalize the
clustered depth map and color channels in the range of 0 to 1. Note that the
depth value of foreground is larger than background. Then we use it as a gain
control parameter of color transform. To avoid making different colors become
similar, we use luminance value as an offset control parameter. The parameters
of transform are set to be consistent between color channels. After normalization,
we compute a new color Cp of pixel p based on depth as indicated in Eqs. 2 and 3.

Cp = Ip ∗ Dp + Lp (2)

Cp =
Cp − min(C)

max(C) − min(C)
(3)

where, Ip is the color of pixel p which contains R, G and B channel; D is the
depth image; Lp is its luminance value.

Figure 2 shows an example of foreground and background sharing similar
colors. The depth map is shown in (a). The original color image is shown
in (b) together with its histogram showing overlapping of foreground (Red)
and background (Green) color distribution in (d). The color-refined image
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Fig. 2. Example of color refinement (Color figure online).

and corresponding histogram are shown in (c) and (e) respectively. The process
of color refinement has enabled the histograms for the foreground and back-
ground regions to be separated. This depth assisted separation of foreground
and background helps sample selection.

We select F and B samples for U by optimizing an energy function based
on depth and color features. Firstly, we gather a set of candidate F and B
samples from neighboring foreground and background regions of unknown pixel
p. Since pixels in a small region usually share similar colors, we collect samples
in a certain step until the number achieves expectation rather than gather all
neighbors. Next, we select the best foreground-background sample pairs from
the candidates by minimizing the chromatic distortion of observed color and
estimated color of pixel p based on energy function Ep(α̃ij , fi, bj).

Ep(α̃ij , fi, bj) =
∑

q∈Ωp

||Cq − (α̃ijfi + (1 − α̃ij)fj)||2 (4)

where, fi is the i-th foreground sample of foreground candidates set, bj is the
j-th background sample of background candidates set, α̃ij is the probability of
pixel p belonging to foreground based on taking fi and bj as its foreground
and background colors, Ωp is the unknown region in a small window centered
at pixel p. Based on Eq. 1, we can use the triplet (α̃ij , fi, bj) to model color
of p. However, a good sample pair should minimize the chromatic distortion
not only for p, but also for the unknown pixels in its neighbor. Therefore, we
select the best sample pair by minimizing the least squares residual defined by
the neighborhood affinity term. We estimated the probability of p belonging to
foreground in both chromatic and spatial aspects as in Eq. (5).

α̃ij =
PFs(p; fi, bj) ∗ PFc(p; fi, bj)

PFs(p; fi, bj) ∗ PFc(p; fi, bj) + (1 − PFs(p; fi, bj)) ∗ (1 − PFc(p; fi, bj))
(5)

In chromatic aspect PFc, if pixel p and sample fi are more similar than pixel
p and sample bj in color, the probability of pixel p belonging to foreground is
higher.

PFc(p; fi, bj) =
||bj(R,G,B) − p(R,G,B)||2

||fi(R,G,B) − p(R,G,B)||2 + ||bj(R,G,B) − p(R,G,B)||2
(6)
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The depth information helps us to consider spatial aspect in 3D. In spatial
aspect PFs, if pixel p is closer to sample fi than pixel p and bj are in 3D space,
the probability of pixel p belonging to foreground is higher.

PFs(p; fi, bj) =
||bj(x, y, z) − p(x, y, z)||2

||fi(x, y, z) − p(x, y, z)||2 + ||bj(x, y, z) − p(x, y, z)||2 (7)

Thus, we select the best sample pair (f̃p, b̃p) of pixel p by minimizing energy
function (3). To reduce noise of resulting alpha matte, we average all selected
best sample pairs in the small window Ωp centered at pixel p. Then, we get the
estimated foreground and background colors (f̃p, b̃p) for the unknown pixel p.

3.3 Alpha Calculation

After we got the estimated foreground and background colors, we can use them
to calculate alpha value of the unknown pixel p based on Eq. 1. But the estimated
colors may not be reliable if candidate sample sets are noise. Thus, we calculate
the confidence of pixel p in its estimated foreground and background colors.
Similar with Shared matting [2], we use an exponential function to measure the
confidence to ensure that it decreases as the chromatic distortion increased by
estimated foreground and background colors.

We calculate mean probability α̃p n the set of best samples (f̃q∈Ωp
, b̃q∈Ωp

)
and confidence value CPp of estimated color (F̃p, B̃p) using Eq. (8).

CFp = exp(−λMp(F̂p, B̂p)) (8)

where, λ is the decrease factor. The confidence value expresses the confidence
of pixel p in its candidate foreground and background colors. This confidence
measure should decrease fast as the foreground and background colors fail to
properly model the color of pixel p.

Having estimated foreground and background colors with their confidence
CFp, we can now compute the final alpha value αp of pixel p.

αp = CFp
(Cp − B̂p) ∗ (F̂p − B̂p)

||F̂p − B̂p||
+ (1 − CFp)α̃pp (9)

Thus, the alpha value α̂pp stimated from the best sample pair will be accepted
if the confidence of estimated color is too low.

3.4 Discussion on Trimap

Figure 3 shows two results of matting using different trimaps. Figure 3(a) is color
image overlaid by trimap generated in Sect. 3.1 together with corresponding
matting result in Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 3(a), we can see that some regions around
foreground contour are not labeled as unknown in the trimap. Correspond-
ingly, the matting results in these regions are poor, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
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This is mainly because of some background regions are wrongly taken as
foreground and the matte of true foreground boundaries have not been esti-
mated. Figures 3(c) and (d) show another problem caused by improper trimap.
Figure 3(c) is the same color image overlaid by trimap generated by user strokes
together with corresponding matting result in Fig. 3(d). As shown in Fig. 3(c),
one cluster of foreground colors is entirely labeled as unknown. This results in
missing correct foreground samples in the neighbor of unknown pixels. Therefore,
its matting result shown in Fig. 3(d) has low quality. Based on these observa-
tions, we propose a trimap generation method to make the unknown regions
adaptively covering foreground boundaries.

4 Adaptive Trimap Generation

To solve the problems caused by improper trimap, in this section, we present
an approach that automatically generates an adaptive trimap in 3 steps: initial-
izing, dividing, and refining. Figure 4 shows examples of matting results based
on proposed adaptive trimaps. Comparing with Fig. 3(a) and (c), the unknown
regions in Fig. 4(a) and (c) cover true boundaries more properly. The initializa-
tion step is described in Sect. 3.1 and not repeated here. Since the foreground
proportion in different part of unknown region may not consistent, we divide
the trimap into patches before refining it. As discussed in Sect. 3.4, the color
distribution in a local region indicates whether the unknown covers foreground
boundary properly. Based on our experiments, matting result is good if a local
unknown region contains only one cluster of foreground colors. Therefore, we
refine the unknown region in each patch based on its color distribution.

Fig. 3. Problems caused by improper trimap.

4.1 Trimap Dividing

As shown in Fig. 5, the foreground normally has irregular shape. Directly using
equal patch size to divide trimap may produce more than one connected unknown
region in one patch. Moreover, using a small size window moving along trimap
contour to get patches may still miss real foreground. Inspired by [11], we divide
trimap into patches recursively based on KD-tree. This allows each patch to con-
tain only one connected unknown region while cover enough foreground region.
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Fig. 4. Adaptive trimaps and their corresponding matting results.

Since nodes of KD-tree should contain foreground as much as possible, we
consider unknown together with foreground when calculate splitting center. We
calculate average coordinates of non-zero pixels in a node as its splitting center.
A node will be divided into two sub-nodes by a line cross the splitting center if
these four conditions are satisfied: (I) the node sizes are larger than thresholds;
(II) the node has foreground, background, and unknown together; (III) both sub-
nodes have unknown; (IV) at least one of sub-nodes has foreground, background,
and unknown together. The node is indivisible if one of four conditions is not
satisfied. The splitting direction is preferentially decided by larger axis variance.
If X (or Y) axis variance is larger, the node will be experimentally divided
in vertical (or horizontal) direction. If the node is indivisible in horizontal (or
vertical) direction, we will try to divide it in vertical (or horizontal) direction.
The leaf nodes of KD-tree are patches of trimap. By doing this, we can get the
patch as small as possible. Figures 5(a) and (c) show examples of dividing trimap.
We can see that the sizes of KD-elements are different and set automatically
based on the object?s size and shape. We only set the termination condition of
the division and use same parameter values in all experiments. Once trimap is
divided, we can refine the unknown region patch by patch.

4.2 Trimap Refining

Firstly, we cluster color to remove the distraction of texture. We apply mean
shift cluster method on foreground image since the background color may be
cluttered. By doing this, the correct unknown should contain 2 color clusters, one
is from background and the other is from foreground. After that, for each patch,
we get its cluster number of the unknown region by calculating color histogram
of clustered image, recursively merge adjacent bins, and remove bins with sizes
smaller than threshold. If the color cluster number is less than 2, the unknown
only contains background and doesn’t cover foreground boundary. In that case,
we expand the unknown region from foreground edge to foreground region. If
the color cluster number is more than 2, the unknown may entirely cover one
cluster of foreground colors. In that case, we shrink the unknown region from
foreground edge to background region. The process is repeated until the color
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cluster number of the local unknown region is 2. The morphology process of
expend or shrink is carried out once for every iteration through loop until the
color distribution in one KD-element reaches termination condition.

As mentioned in trimap initialization step, we dilate the foreground mask sev-
eral times. This allows us to make a limit boundary for refinement. We assume
that non-zero region of initial trimap contains all true foreground regions. There-
fore, the refinement only happens inside of non-zero region. In this step, we only
process the patch having foreground, background and unknown together since
we dont have enough information to make a good refinement in other patches.
Figure 5(b) and (f) show results of trimap refinement. As the close-up images
overlaid by unknown labels shown in Fig. 5(c), (d), (g) and (h), after refinement,
the unknown region covers the omitted foreground boundary.

Fig. 5. Adaptive trimap generation. (a) and (e) are KD-tree based division results
overlaid on initial trimaps; (b) and (f) are refined results of the initial trimaps; ((c),
(g)) and ((d), (h)) are close-up color images overlaid by initial and refined trimaps
respectively.

5 Experiments

In order to evaluate performance of proposed depth-assisted sampling and adap-
tive trimap generation, we carry out two experiments over two groups of data
comparing with four prior arts. First, we test proposed image matting method
using depth and adaptive trimap on RGB-D data which consists of depth and
color images captured by Kinect v2 sensor. We show visual comparison of prior
art results and ours in Fig. 6. In second experiment, we test proposed adaptive
trimap generation on benchmark data which contains 13 color images provided
by [12]. Figure 7 shows comparison of trimaps generated by user strokes and our
method. The visual and quantized comparisons of matting results using Fig. 7
trimaps are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively.
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5.1 Experiment on RGB-D data

In this experiment, we test proposed image matting method using depth and
adaptive trimap on RGB-D data. We generate adaptive trimaps using depth and
color images captured by Kinect v2 sensor. The unknown regions of trimaps are
overlaid in color images as shown in Fig. 6(a). We use these trimaps as inputs
for the other methods, including Learning based matting [1], Shared matting
[2], Weighted matting [3] and Comprehensive sampling matting [4]. In the first
test image, foreground and background share similar colors. The close-up region
in the first row show that our method can produce more accurate result in
foreground region which has similar color and texture with background. The
second test image has foreground object with holes inside. As shown in close-up
of the second row, with the help of depth, our method can select best samples
better based on 3D spatial metrics. The last test image has coarse edges in
foreground region. The zoomed regions in the third row show that our method
relatively keeps more details.

Fig. 6. Comparing matting results of prior art with ours.
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5.2 Experiment on Benchmark Data

To further illustrate the contribution of proposed adaptive trimap, we test the
method on a set of 13 benchmark images which has been used more broadly.
In Figs. 7 and 8, we show 3 examples of the dataset. The quantized statistic of
whole dataset is shown in Fig. 9. Since the dataset only contains color image, in
this experiment, we use user strokes-based trimap as initial trimap, as shown in
Fig. 7(b). Figure 7(c) shows the color image Fig. 7(a) overlaid by trimap Fig. 7(b)
and the red regions corresponding to unknown. It indicates that user strokes omit
some foreground boundaries. By using these trimaps, existing matting methods
can’t produce high quality results which are shown in column (a)s of Fig. 8.
Given the trimap, our method refines the unknown regions to cover the omit-
ted foreground boundaries and generates adaptive trimaps which are shown in
Fig. 7(d). With the help of our adaptive trimap, the matte quality of existing
methods is improved a lot. The comparisons are shown in column (b)s of Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Examples of benchmark data. (a) Color image; (b) User trimap; (c) (b) overlaid
in (a); (d) Adaptive trimap; (e) (d) overlaid in (a).

The experiment was carried on a set of benchmark data which doesn’t contain
depth information. Therefore, we didn’t illustrate our matting results in this
part. The quantized evaluation results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 9. We
calculate the mean square errors (MSEs) according to [12] for matting results
generated by user trimap (Red) and adaptive trimap (Blue) of four existing
methods. With the help of our adaptive trimap, the MSEs of all methods are
reduced. From this experiment we can see that our adaptive trimap generation
is effective and can be extended to other methods.
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Fig. 8. Compare matting results of (a) without and (b) with adaptive trimap.

Fig. 9. Compare MSE of (Red)without and (Blue)with adaptive trimap (Color figure
online).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an automatic image matting method using depth and
adaptive trimap. We use depth to complement color to handle the situation of
foreground and background sharing similar colors. For adaptive trimap genera-
tion, we first use depth to initialize a trimap followed by dividing the trimap into
patches based KD-tree. Then, by analyzing color distribution in each patch, we
refine its unknown region so as to make it adaptively cover foreground boundary.
As shown in experiments, our method produces good matting results and the
adaptive trimap generation is also helpful for other matting approaches. How-
ever, we only refine the trimap patches containing foreground, background and
unknown together which may not work well for object having dense holes. And
we simply take the nearest and largest blob as the foreground, assuming that
it doesn’t contain too many background regions. This may also cause inaccu-
rate results. In the future, we will try utilizing motion information and object
detection result to improve the technology.
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